The epipolar resampling of linear pushbroom imagery is essential for automatic DEM extraction and feature collection. Due to the special imaging geometry of linear array scanners, the epipolar geometry of linear pushbroom imagery is very complex. In this paper, a fast algorithm for epipolar resampling of linear pushbroom imagery is proposed which can satisfy the real time processing demand of automatic DEM extraction and feature collection. The differential rectification of linear pushbroom imagery based on the rigorous geometric model is the basis for epipolar resampling. The back projection of ground points is essential for the differential rectification of linear pushbroom imagery and its main objective is searching the best scan line. The traditional best scan line searching methodology based on collinearity equation iterations needs a lot of calculation which has little practical use. According to the geometric constraints of the central perspective plane of scan line, the best scan line is determined efficiently within several iterations which just calculating the distance of ground point to the central perspective planar in object space. Based on our fast back projection algorithm, the epipolar resampling processing efficiency of linear pushbroom imagery can be improved greatly. The ADS40 airborne linear pushbroom imagery is tested and experiment results show that our algorithm has the merits of both high accuracy and efficiency which is suitable for real time processing of epipolar resampling.
INTRODUCTION
Due to the special imaging principle of linear CCD scanner, the epipolar geometry of linear pushbroom imagery is more complicated than that of frame image. Based on rigorous geometric model, Kim gives the epipolar line equation of linear imagery, but the equation is so complicated that it is very difficult to perform epipolar resampling according the epipolar line equation0. Morgan researched the epipolar resampling method of satellite linear imagery based on parallel projection0. Gong proposed a epipolar line image generation method for satellite image which is based on the RPC model0. In a word, many researhers has investigated this problem, however a general epipolar line model for linear pushbroom imagery is still under development. Based on former researchers' results, we know that (1)the epipolar line of linear pushbroom image is not a line but is a hyperbola line; (2)In local area, the epipolar line of linear pushbroom imagery can be seen as a line approximately; (3)In local area, epipolar line pairs exist which can make the image matching along the same row0.
In this paper, we proposed a new algorithm for epipolar resampling of linear pushbroom imagery in near real time based on a fast algorithm for best scan line searching. Experiment results demonstrate our method's feasibility and robustness.
BASIC PRINCIPLE OF EPIPOLAR LINE FOR LINEAR PUSHBROOM IMAGERY
For linear pushbroom imagery, we can't give the rigorous definition of epipolar line. The projection trajectory method is often used in the analysis of epipolar geometry of linear pushbroom imagery (See Figure. 1 ). The basic principle of projection trajectory is as follows: the ground point is P(X,Y,Z) and its two corresponding image points on left and right image are p and q respectively. Ground point P and left image point p can form a projection bundle line which through perspective center S. When the projection bundle line pSP intersects with the horizontal plane in object space, a series of intersect points P i can be determined. Then P i is back projected onto right image and a series of image points q i can be determined which forms the epipolar curve lq. Obviously, q which is the corresponding point of p must lies in lq. In the International Archives of the Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Spatial Information Sciences, Volume XL-2/W2, ISPRS 8th 3DGeoInfo Conference & WG II/2 Workshop, 27 -29 November 2013, Istanbul, Turkey same way, the right image point q, perspective center S' and ground point P forms the right bundle line and its projection trajectory on the left image can be determined.
The epipolar geometry equation of projection trajectory can be given as follows: a bundle line qS can be determined through left image point p (x l ，y l ) and perspective center S( 
（1）
Where （m,n=1,2,3）is the rotation matrix coefficients, mn r λ is scale factor. Use the equation above, a series of ground point P i on qS can be determind. Then P i is back projected onto the right image using the following equation: 
REAL TIME PROCESSING FOR EPIPLOAR IMAGE
For frame image the epipolar resampling can be performed by rectifying the original image onto the horizontal image. For the epipolar resampling of linear pushbroom imagery, we can use this concept too. On the other hand, after geometric rectified, the distortion of the linear pushbroom imagery is removed greatly which is useful for image matching. As shown in figure  2 , for the generation of epipolar image of linear pushbroom imagery, a virtual horizontal image is generated through geometric rectification. Then according to the analysis using projection trajection, the line direction of epipolar line can be determind and the approximate epipolar image can be acquired by resampling along the epipolar line. For airborne linear pushbroom image such as ADS40, the image size is very large and the generation of epipolar image may consume a lot of time. However, the epipolar image is just used for image matching or feature collection and it is not an image product. Therefore, we propose a method that generate epipolar image in memory in real time while there is no epipolar image stored in hard disk. The main computation for geometric rectification of linear pushbroom imagery focus on back projection and it is difficult to perform geometric rectification of linear pushbroom image in real time with traditional method. In this paper, we proposed a new back projection algorithm which can improve the efficiency of geometric rectification remarkably and consequently the epipolar resampling can be done in near real time. Here we use the geometric constraints of projection plane of each scan line in object space to improve the search speed of the best scan line. The computation is simple analytical calculation and the best scan line can be determined in several iterations. As shown in figure 3 , S i and ab can construct a perspective projection plane. Given the average height, ground points A and B which correspondent to a and b respectively in image space can be calculated by collinearity equation. It is well known that a plane can be determined with three points. 
（7）
Through the geometric constraints of perspective projection plane of scan line, the perspective plane i and i+1 which are nearest to the ground point P can be found quickly. Consequently the best scan line can be determined accurately with following equation. 
EXPERIMENT RESULTS
Experiments are tested on ADS40 airborne linear imagery. The GSD of raw ADS40 is about 35 cm and the flying height is about 4000 m. Here we use two panchromatic channels of ADS40 that is PANF28 and PAN14 because they have a larger base to height ratio to form stereo image. After epipolar resampled and a red-green stereo image is generated as shown in figure 4 . The epipolar image size is about 1024×768 and the processing time is less than 0.5 second which can satisfy the real time processing demand. So the epipolar image can be generated in memory instead of in hard disk which can save both processing time and disk space. Ten corresponding points are measured on both PANF28 and PANB14 image to analyze the accuracy of epipolar image. As shown in table 1, the y parallex is less than one pixel which demonstrates that our method's feasibility.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a fast algorithm for epipolar resampling of linear pushbroom imagery is proposed which can satisfy the real time processing demand. Therefore, the epipolar resampling process can be saved and the epipolar image is generated in real time when automatic DEM extraction and feature collection is performed. Our method is based on the fast algorithm for best scan line searching which is the basis for data processing of linear pushbroom imagery. Experiment results demonstrate our method's feasibility. International Archives of the Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Spatial Information Sciences, Volume XL-2/W2, ISPRS 8th 3DGeoInfo Conference & WG II/2 Workshop, 27 -29 November 2013, Istanbul, Turkey
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